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Abstract 

Matchmaking is the online process through which buyers and suppliers exchange 

products and services. With the blooming of E-commerce, matchmaking systems 

are used for ease, timesaving and personalized options to help buyers find their 

most interested offers (products or web services). 

Right now, semantic matchmaking systems are not able to recognize the dif

ferences between buyers' interest and tastes. Existing matchmaking and ranking 

methods are still not good enough to provide the best offer according to the indi

vidual's interests and needs. To address this weakness, we develop an offer evalu

ation and ranking system for semantic matchmaking. Our system determines the 

best offer by evaluating and sorting the request-matched offers according to the 

buyer's interests and preferences. The best or more interested offer represents the 

maximum satisfaction of the buyer. Our system extracts and analyzes the buyer's 

interests for multiple offer attributes to bring better results to each individual. 

To evaluate and rank the candidate offers, we adapt the economical model 

called MultiNomial Logit (MNL) to the field of semantic matchmaking. MNL 

model suggests that each buyer has a taste of the population and an individual 

taste to make a choice. Nevertheless, in practice, the MNL model focuses on 

the population taste and the individual taste is eliminated. In this research, we 

assume the individual taste is a special reflection of some offer attribute data. 
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The individual taste brings some additional interests to the population taste. 

Following this assumption, we define a new interest model that takes into account 

the individual's interests and favors on multiple offer attributes. 

We demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of our offer evaluation system 

through a detailed case study involving high dimensional offer attributes. In this 

study, we show how our system catches the differences between the interests of 

two buyers, and how it recommends a different best offer to each buyer. 

ii 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem and Motivation 

E-commerce provides modern day societies with products and services in an elec

tronic way. Buyers enjoy its obvious advantages, for example, convenience, lower-

cost and efficiency. However, the amount of offers for products and web services 

are huge, and buyers are not willing to spend too much time browsing each offer. 

Nowadays, browsing can be hardly considered as a satisfied method to begin an 

e-commercial activity. Buyers prefer to interact and co-operate with intelligent 

systems that can help them to make a good deal. 

Buyers need to employ good methods to assist themselves instead of browsing 

the Internet resources (offers of products or web services). Matchmaking systems 

have been introduced to address this issue. Matchmaking is an online process 

through which buyers and suppliers exchange goods or services. The earliest 

research work is by Genesereth in 1992 [1]. In this research, a matchmaking 

1 
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system is designed to fulfill the information querying, matching, and exchange 

in the El-commerce. Most matchmaking systems are further developed based on 

this idea. Since then, evaluation methods are implemented in order to provide 

buyers with the best matched offer. For instance, Ha [2] applies attribute values 

evaluation method in his matchmaking process. 

With the support of semantic web, matchmaking systems can play an impor

tant role in the global e-commerce area. Products or services, distributed on the 

Internet, can be accessed by any semantic matchmaking systems. Research on 

ontology helped the semantic matchmaking systems to understand and process 

the purchasing requests much better [3-5]. Kawamura [3] developed a plug-in to 

match offers registered in the Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration 

(UDDI) platform. Qiu [4] uses a similarity table to understand the similarity 

semantic concepts. Dong-Wei [5] converts semantic concepts relationship to log

ics clauses. In the industry, some famous companies, like IBM, are continuing 

to develop semantic matchmakers, such as Ariba, 12, to help enterprisers for a 

better commerce. 

Nevertheless, demands for a better matchmaking system are still increasing in 

different e-commercial marketing, like Business-to-Business (B2B) [6], Business-

to-Government (B2G) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C) [7]. Semantic match

making systems can help the buyers to discovery the query-matched offers, but 

are not good enough to find the best offer. With the booming of e-commerce 

and e-services, buyers can obtain more and more query-matched candidate of

fers. The problems of booming information become a challenge for the current 

2 
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matchmaking research. One of the big issues is that it becomes time consuming 

for buyers to evaluate all the candidate offers in order to find the best offer. 

Today determining the best offer is more important than ever before. Thus, 

semantic matchmaking systems are trying to determine the best offer by using 

semantic ranking methods [8-12]. Semantic ranking algorithms sort offers by 

similarity rate of concepts [8], models [10], attributes [11], parameters [12], or by 

logic relationships [9]. They sort offers by the semantic similarity rates of the 

requests and offers. 

Yet all existing matchmaking systems fail to bring the best offers to indi

viduals. Indeed, although semantic matchmaking systems apply the semantic 

ranking methods, they have no guarantee that the system-evaluated best offer 

will be purchased by the buyer. Since semantic matchmakers do not focus on 

analyzing buyer's interests, they can not make sure their generated best offer 

would satisfy buyer's needs and tastes, and sometimes, matchmaking ends in a 

failure. Without studying buyer's interests and by only relaying on the semantic 

ranking methods, semantic matchmaking systems cannot recognize the differences 

between buyers' favors and tastes. 

Researchers realize that a better matchmaking system "could quicken the 

trend toward personalization" [13]. Matchmaking systems based on semantic 

supports can help the buyer find the query-matched offers but are not good 

enough to find the best offer. Human beings are looking forward for a better 

matchmaking and ranking method. 

3 
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1.2 Research Statement 

Semantic matchmaking systems sure required in E-commerce but they failed to 

determine the best offer according to buyer's interests and tastes. This thesis is 

expected to solve the unmatched-interest problems for semantic matchmaking. 

The goal of our work [14] is to help the buyer find the best and most interesting 

offer. Although some e-commerce cases are more complex than the ones used in 

this research, we focus on promoting a new approach to determine the best offer. 

The MultiNomial Logit model (MNL) [15,16] is widely used in commerce and 

statistic areas to study human choice behaviors [17]. Nevertheless, MNL can 

only suggest a common interest for a group of people. In addition, MNL needs 

an appropriate sample data to generate its model function. These limitations 

restrain MNL model to analyze individual interests. First, an individual interest 

is usually different from the common interest. Second, it takes time to collect the 

sample data for one individual, and the results are often with a large deviation 

error. 

We modify the MNL model to provide a new interest model for each indi

vidual based on the following assumption. We assume the individual taste is a 

special reflection of some offer attributes data. The individual taste brings some 

additional interests to the population taste for these attribute data. In order to 

represent individual interest changes, we define our interest model as a non-linear 

function. Indeed, we employ a sigmoid based function, and its shape is deter

mined by the individual interest focus. The result of our interest model is an 

4 
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interest rate of an offer, which represents the sum of individual interests for each 

offer attribute with their weights. This model evaluates the offers and returns 

the best offer w.r.t. individual's tastes. The best offer has the highest interest 

value to the individual. 

We develop an offer evaluation and ranking system for semantic matchmakers 

based on our interest model (cf. Figure 1.1). The evaluation system returns the 

best offer by sorting the query-matched offers according to the buyer's interests 

and tastes. The best offer represents the maximum interests for the buyer. 

r 1 

Purchasing 
Request 

_ Interest Based 
Buy#r Sorted Offers 

Basic Conceptual Web Services 

Formatted 1 

Interest-based 

Purchasing I 
Request , 

Semantic 
Request 

Service 
Discovery 

Interest-based Semantic 
Offer | Matchmaking 

QoS UODI 
Evaluation 

System 
System QoS UODI 

Evaluation 
System Request ' 

Matched | 
Offers | 

System 
Unsorted 

Offers Service 
Description 

Figure 1.1: Interest-based Evaluation System 

The evaluation system has been implemented in two parts: system server side 

and client side. In the evaluation process (cf. Figure 1.2), first the buyer submits 

a purchasing request which is then sent to the connected semantic matchmaker. 

The latter returns a list of query-matched candidate offers. To sort these offers 

according to the buyer's interests, our evaluation system produces the clustering 

tree for each offer attribute; builds the buyer's interest model based on the interest 

weights and interest rates of the offer attributes; applies the resulting model 

5 
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to evaluate and sort the offers. We generate the attribute weights and rates 

according to the buyer's selected data clustering (interests). Different clustering 

selections will produce different interest models. 

1. Request a Semantic 
Matchmaker cm 

Internet 

2. Collect Matched 
Offers 

System Client Side 

5. Sort Matched 
Offers 

4. Build Individual 
Interest Model System Server 

Side 

3. Produce Attribute 
Clustering Trees 

Figure 1.2: Offer Evaluation Process 

Furthermore, to analyze and take into account the buyer's interest for each 

attribute, our evaluation system incorporates a data clustering technology called 

Self Organizing Map (SOM) [18,19]. Using data clustering, our system is able 

to map the buyer's individual tastes to some offer attribute values, that is, the 

interest focus. Analyzing individual interests along with the semantic matching 

brings better results to each buyer. As a neural-network based approach, SOM 

is employed to cluster high-dimensional inputs onto lower-dimensional outputs. 

The reason of using SOM in our work is that the offer attributes may be complex 

6 
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or contain high-dimensional data. 

To better illustrate the benefits of our evaluation system, we assume the fol

lowing case: there are several buyers looking for the same offer. In all existing 

matchmaking systems, buyers who submit the same query get the same (ranked) 

list of offers. In Chapter 5, through a 4-attribute application, we demonstrate 

how our system recommends different best offer for each buyer. 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, first we review 

semantic matchmaker systems and semantic ranking algorithms. Second, we 

explain the economic human-shopping-behavior model MNL. Finally, we present 

the clustering technology SOM, and its competitive learning process. In Chapter 

3, we expose the phases of the offer evaluation process. The evaluation starts 

from collecting the offer information. After converting the information to useful 

data format, individual interests are analyzed during the interaction with the 

buyers. Based on the analysis of buyer's interest features, the best offer can be 

calculated. Furthermore, we will discuss how to use some technologies to simulate 

the individual interest model. In Chapter 4, we present the system design and 

implementation. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate the benefits of our system through 

a detailed case study which consists of purchasing computers based on several 

high-dimensional attributes. In Chapter 6, we report the contribution of our 

research and the future work. 

7 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, we present some well-known semantic matchmaking and ranking 

methods. Most current ranking methods do not take into account individual's 

interests. In order to develop an interest-based evaluation method, we discuss 

the MNL model and the clustering technology SOM. 

2.1 Matchmaking System Overview 

In the early time of e-commerce, matchmaking systems mapped buyers with 

suppliers using methods that rank the rates of offer attribute value fit with the 

requests. For example in Ha [2], the matchmaking system consists of mapping 

the offer attributes with the request attributes. 

In the World Wide Web, requests and offers can be distributed in different 

places and expressed in different schemas or words even when representing the 

same semantic meaning. This causes the early matchmaking systems to be blind 

8 
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to some potential offers for lacking the semantic supports. 

To solve this problem, several semantic matchmaking models, based on onto-

logical technologies, have been proposed [3-5]. Kawamura [3] employs the seman

tic matching in the Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) 

framework, a platform-independent registry of web services. In UDDI, offers 

are classified and stored by category register model. The matchmaking sys

tem matches all the registered services with the request using semantic filtering. 

Qiu [4] applies an ontology similarity table to identify all similar concepts in offers 

as queried. Such similarity table records all the similar concepts. Thus once a 

concept is in the request, all the offers with the similar-meaning concept can be 

measured. Dong-Wei [5] uses logical relationships to map the concepts of request 

and offers. Thus, an offer whether is matched to requests or not can be converted 

to a logical problem which can be solved easily. 

However, these matchmaking systems return an unranked list of candidate 

offers, and no best offer is suggested by the system. The buyer needs to spend 

a lot of time to identify the best offer. Several semantic ranking algorithms 

have been proposed to evaluate the offers and determine the best offer. Since 

semantic offers are complex, these algorithms involve ranking different attribute 

types and different criteria. Ranking offers include the similarity rate of concepts 

[8], attributes [11,20], models [10], parameters [12], or by logic relationship [9]. 

Dong-Wei [8] focuses on the concepts distance between offers and query. Huang 

[11] believes a best offer is an offer which contains the buyer's most wanted 

attribute value. Shen [20] examines the concepts and values together for ranking 

9 
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the offers. Hahn [10] abstracts each offer and request into a single model. Bellur 

[12] analyzes the content of query and offer, and also what the buyer really 

wants and what the supplier can provide. Wang [9] studies the order of concepts 

relationships. 

Different ranking criteria have been defined for these different ranking types. 

Dong-Wei [8] introduces a distance measurement method to get the concepts 

distance between the request concept to the offer concept in the ontology tree. 

Huang [11] employs buyer-defining attribute weights to calculate the offers rates. 

The highest rate offer is the best offer. Shen [20] analyzes each key word and 

attribute data appearing in the query and offers, and then calculates the offer 

matching rate with their own functions. Ranking the offers is based on the order 

of the matching rate. In Hahn [10], ranking is based on the semantic similarity 

values of the request model and offer models. Bellur [12] calculates the matching 

rates of parameters: query and offer, and also the buyer's needs and the supplier's 

products. Wang [9] lists the logical relationships with different matching levels 

and identify each offer with a related level. 

These above ranking criteria methods map the functional properties of of

fers with the request's functional description. However, they cannot explain why 

sometimes a buyer prefers an offer different from the system evaluated best offer. 

To address this issue, some non-functional matching methods Yu [21] are intro

duced like the matching standard Quality of Service (QoS). Yu [21] argues that 

the buyer's choice is caused by other criteria often referred to as non-functional 

properties. Liu [22] utilizes an extended QoS model to rank the offers. The 
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extended QoS values are defined by both buyers and suppliers. Wang [23] ap

plies the QoS metrics to produce the closest offers to the request. Most of the 

non-functional properties methods are linear functions which may not provide 

a correct solution for the best offer. In addition, most QoS can only explain 

the buyer's choice in general for a population. Indeed, the experiments in these 

research papers are based on a purchasing scenario of one user. This approach 

uses the population interest to represent an individual interest and dismiss the 

individual's specific favors and tastes. 

Nevertheless, all these ranking algorithms are based on criteria of matching 

offer and query excluding the buyer's own criteria of interest. Today, there is no 

ranking algorithm that takes into account human interests and tastes on multiple 

attributes. The reason is that these algorithms are only based on ranking the 

values of query words, functional or non-functional parameters, but not on rank

ing offers by individual interests. We believe the buyer interest criterion is the 

real reason explaining why an individual selects a specific offer as the best offer. 

Our goal is to build the buyer's interest model and find the best offer which is 

the closest to the buyer's real interests, so that it can make up the weakness of 

current semantic matchmaking systems. 

2.2 MNL Model 

MultiNomial Logit model (MNL) is introduced by McFadden [15,16], and it ex

presses the utility of a group of people choosing an item. For example, authors 

11 
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in [17] use MNL model to describe the people selection of different travel route 

according to the different time period; Yang [24] applies the MNL model to shop

ping area selections. The MNL utility function Formula (2.1) for an individual in 

a population includes the deterministic and random components as follows [15]: 

Uni — Vni £nt (2*1) 

where Uni represents the utility for buyer n selecting item i; Vni represents the 

taste of the population; and eni the individual taste for the item i. Below in For

mula (2.2) [15], the component consists of K observed deterministic features. 

Vni contains the weight bk for each deterministic feature xnik and C denotes the 

set of choice items. 

K 

Uni ~ ^ ^ bk ' Xnik ~t~ £ni> i € C (2-2) 
k=1 

In order to get the feature weight 6*, MNL model uses choice probability to 

avoid including the random utility en;. In the MNL model assumption, £nf is 

an error the buyer made in measurement, and it can be described as a random 

element (continuous random variables) [16] with a double exponential distributed 

probability. After simplifying the function, the probability for person n selecting 

item i is given in Formula (2.3) [16]: 

12 
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g^ni fi^k'xnik 
pni — ~ _ _  = — ,  i € C  ( 2 . 3 )  

±;jece3n X)j€C IJk=ie 

where xnjfc is the feature data. MNL model uses an additional statistic method, 

like maximum likelihood method, to get the 6* value. 

MNL suggests that each buyer has a taste of the population, and an individual 

taste to make a choice. Individual tastes make the buyer have a personalized 

choice with others. Nevertheless, MNL model focuses on the population taste 

and the individual taste is eliminated during the weights generation. In addition, 

MNL model needs a sample data to get the choice probability, and these data 

are not easily collected for studying a single buyer choice behavior. Therefore, 

we can't simply apply the MNL model for determining the individual's best offer 

in the semantic matchmaking area. 

But, we still follow the idea of MNL, and define our individual interest model. 

The first task for us is to know what the individual taste looks like. We assume 

the individual taste is a special reflection of certain offer attributes data. We 

call these attributes data the interest focus. Following this assumption, we can 

define that individual interest as a non-linear function since McFadden believes 

the population interest is a linear function in the MNL model. Second, we need 

to know what kind of non-linear function it would be. Based on the human 

purchasing maximum utility idea, the utility for each attribute always increases 

followed by either the increasing or the decreasing of the attribute values. For 

instance, if a buyer considers buying an item based on the price, he will only 

13 
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choose the lowest price instead of other prices based on this maximum utility 

idea. Thus, individual interest function for each attribute should be a smooth 

function: either continue growing up or continue dropping down. In Chapter 

3, we show how we modify the MNL model to generate a new interest model 

that takes into account the individual's tastes and interests for multiple offer 

attributes. 

2.3 Clustering Technology SOM 

The self-organizing map (SOM) is one of the most widely used clustering methods 

[19]. SOM applies an unsupervised neural network model which forces neurons 

to become sensitive to the input data after the learning process based on the 

competitive learning [18]. In this section, we introduce the competitive learning 

and the SOM basic algorithm. 

2.3.1 Competitive Learning 

Competitive learning is an adaptive process through which the neurons in the 

neural network gradually learn to sensitively respond to input data [18]. The 

neurons used in SOM model can be represented as Learning Vector Quantizations 

(LVQs). In each step of the competitive learning, an input data x is added into 

the neural network, and all the LVQs try to simulate the input data. LVQs obtain 

learning rewards through the competition of other LVQs based on the distances. 

There exists a winner node (LVQC) which is the closest LVQ to the input data x. 

14 
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The LVQC gets most learning rewards by updating itself closer to the input data 

x, so that it can respond more strongly to the input data. The neighbourhoods 

of LVQC may also get corresponding but less rewards based on the distance. 

Learning Awards 

Distance 

LVQ neighborhood LVQc LVQ neighborhood 

Figure 2.1: LVQ Learning Awards in Competitive Learning 

As shown in Figure 2.1, LVQs gets learning rewards for the input data, but 

the rate of rewards decreases with the distance of LVQ neighbourhoods- Such rewards 

make LVQs moving forward to the input data. With further training, LVQs can 

be more sensitive to all the input data. Data close to the same LVQ are gathered 

in the same clustering. 

2.3.2 Self-Organizing Map Algorithm 

The SOM algorithm employs the competitive learning method. When a data x is 

entered into the SOM function, the LVQC is determined to represent x, and then 

LVQs are updated closer to x. After a loop of such learning process, LVQs are 

good enough to represent all the input data. Finally, LVQs show data clustering 

patterns of the input data as the output (cf. Figure 2.2). The main algorithm 

will be discussed as follows. 
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LVQs 

Input Attribute: *» x2 ... x„ 

Figure 2.2: SOM Model Overview 

The LVQs represent the input data x with reference vectors LVQi, and the 

vector components correspond to the input data with a set of assigned weights. 

The input data x can be converted to a vector it. Each LVQ\ has the same 

dimensionality or components as the input vectors it. For example, if it = 

[xi, x2,xn] is a sample of input data, n the dimension, then a reference vector 

of LVQi is LVQ\ = [wi, u>2, •••, wn}; wn is the assigned weight. 

At each learning step, a data vector it is entered. Distances between it and 

LVC^i are calculated by the Euclidean distance function (cf. Formula (2.4)). The 

winner (LVQC) is generated by formula (2.5) [18]: 

II- LVQ\II = YJ(a?! - WI)2 + (x2 - w2)2 + ... + (xn - wn)2 (2.4) 

\\lt-LV^c\\=min{\\lt-LV^i\\} (2.5) 
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Next, both the winner and neighborhood are updated, which make them much 

closer to the input data x, as shown by formula (2.6) [18]: 

LVQi(t +1) = LVQi(t) + a(t) • /ii(t)[ll^ - LVQe(t)||, ||^ - LVQi(t)\\] (2.6) 

where t denotes time, a(t) is the learning rate and ht() is the neighborhood 

function which decreases by learning time and neighborhood distance. At the 

start, the learning awards can allow LVQs moving widely and the width decreases 

during the learning time since the learning rate becomes smaller. The learning 

awards are based on the distance controlled by the neighborhood function. Thus, 

the closer LVQ to x gets more updates (cf. Figure 2.3). 

LVQ neighborhood m -̂VQ neighborhood 

% 

LVQ c 

P •• 
* LVQ neighborhood 

LVQ neighborhood 

Figure 2.3: SOM Learning 

In our work, we employ the clustering technology SOM so that buyers can 

easily point out their interests in a certain attribute data clustering. SOM 

helps our system to simulate buyers' interest rates for each attribute. In this 
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research, we consider an attribute as a high-dimensional data. SOM model is 

one of clustering technology which is good at clustering high-dimensional data 

onto lower-dimensional outputs. So that, the buyer can easily understand which 

high-dimensional attribute data are good enough to consider. In section 3.4.1, we 

propose a SOM algorithm to process a tree based clustering so that the buyer's 

selection can be defined in a certain level. The level represents the interest weight 

of an attribute. 

18 
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Chapter 3 

INTEREST MODEL BASED 

OFFER EVALUATION 

SYSTEM 

In this chapter, we explain how our interest model is generated from the idea 

of the MNL model by taking account user's individual interests. Thanks to our 

interest model, the candidate offers can be evaluated and sorted according to the 

buyer's needs. Moreover, we show the benefits of our interest model. 

3.1 Interest Model Construction 

As we discussed above, the MNL model suggests the utility function of a group of 

people choice behaviors and it needs a sample data. Individual interests can be 

different within the group's interests because of each individual's random interest 
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utility. Using only group's interests can cause more mismatched cases. Also, 

collecting sample data of individual choice behaviors can only generate very few 

appropriate data since each buyer may not purchase one kind of item frequently 

and the buyer's interest changes quickly. Such few data containing changeable 

factors can cause larger estimation error. Thus, MNL model is not good enough 

to be used in our work. 

We need to define a new interest model for each individual by following the 

idea of the MNL model: an individual chooses an offer because such offer has 

the maximum utility or interests. At the market level, the individual taste e is 

brought into the population model as a random utility and it is usually removed. 

Unlike the MNL model eliminating the individual taste e, our new interest model 

is required to describe or at least simulate the changes of individual interest. 

Thus, e is important for our interest model. In our model, e can be considered 

as an additional interest caused by the individual taste, not a random value. 

We adapt MNL model to generate our interest model based on following 

conditions. First, we consider all the offer attributes as the deterministic features 

K. In the MNL model, all the observed attributes are the deterministic features. 

Here, we assume the buyer's mentioned attributes in the request are the only 

deterministic features. Furthermore, e can be decomposed into K attributes. In 

our work, we study how much interest rate on each attribute is influenced by 

the individual random utility. For example, if a buyer's salary, a random utility 

feature, is less than before, it may affect the total utility of such buyer having 

a choice. We are looking for how much the salary influences the interests of the 
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price deterministic attribute for the buyer. This means the evaluation of the 

same attributes may be different according to the tastes enjk of each individual 

(cf. Formula (3.1)). 

K 
Unj — ^ ' bf. • {xnjk 4" £n?fc)) j^ C (3.1) 

In order to produce the interest model, we calculate the interest weights, 

IW, and simulates the interest rates IR. IW denotes the interest weight b'k and 

IR generates the individual interest rate value (xnjk + enjk) • IW describes the 

importance of each attribute in evaluation. IR simulates the interest rate changes 

by the individual taste. We propose Formula (3.2) to build our interest model 

IM for each individual. IM is the degree of interest of the buyer purchasing an 

offer j with K attributes. Based on the consumer theory, an individual seeks to 

maximize his utility in each purchasing behavior. In our work, buyer is looking 

for the offer with the maximal IM. 

3.2 Interest Weight and Interest Rate Function 

Discussion 

In this section, we discuss IW and IR functions, so that we can get a clearer 

picture of our interest model. 

A linear function is usually used to measure the attributes' rates [1, 14, 15]. 

K 
(3-2) 
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Using a linear function is an easy way to describe the buyer's interest distribution 

for different attributes at the category level. 

However, linear functions can not define the different interest rate changes 

between attribute values within an attribute category. In some cases, linear 

utility functions cannot assign weights to attributes in order to make an offer as 

the best one. We use the example of Table 3.1 to explain this issue. We assume 

that we are looking for one stock from the following three stocks: Stockl has 

lower risk and lower return, Stock2 is in the middle and Stock3 has higher risk 

with higher return. 

Table 3.1: Stock Data Example 

Stock ID Risk Return 

1 -0.1 0.1 

2 -0.3 0.3 

3 -1 1 

Here, we assume a buyer would choose Stock2 as the best offer. First, we 

try to use a linear utility functions to describe the buyer's choice by finding the 

weights for "Risk" and "Return" attributes. However, we demonstrate below 

that these weights do no exist to make Stock2 as the best offer. 
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Stock2 is better than Stock 1 
< 

Stock2 is better than Stock3 
t r 

( "I* + 0.1 ̂ifeturn 

I ( 0*3)WH»«k 4" 0-3wFtetitrn > ( 4" llfRetum 

' 

0-2 WRet urn > 0.2w/na/i 
=> < 

0-7Wftisk > 0.7WReturn 

=> wRisk and wReturn do not exist 

The result proves that linear utility function has its limitation: it cannot 

make sure that each offer has a chance to be the best offer. In order to solve this 

problem in this stock case, there are two presumptions for the solution. First, 

interest weights are changeable for different attribute values. In this case, the 

WRisk for Stock2 may be lower than others, or tw Return for Stock2 may be higher. 

However, setting a set of changeable weights to one attribute is complex and hard 

in real life cases. Second, the utility function is not a linear function. Interest 

rate function IR for attribute Risk and Return should be a non-linear function. 

The attribute values for Stock2 goes through the non-linear functions, so that 

the sum of attribute utilities is higher than its linear function utility result. This 

non-linear function causes the final utility of Stock2 to be higher than other 

stocks. 

We believe the second presumption is more reasonable since it is close to our 
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early assumption about individual tastes in Chapter 2 section 2.2. Individual 

tastes only cause attribute values in the interest focus area having an additional 

non-linear changes. 

3.3 Attribute Data Extraction 

In order to fulfill the matching, matchmaking systems utilize some semantic lan

guages to understand and formulate the requests and offers. Some languages are 

widely used, especially in matching web services, such as Web Services Descrip

tion Language (WSDL) [25],Semantic Web Services Language (SWSL) and Web 

Service Modeling Language (WSML) [26], which offer a high degree of flexibility 

and expressiveness. 

Example 1 We have here a company, called Companyl, which has the following 

inventory query: 

Request computers with CPU >1.5 GHz, Hard Drive >100 GB. 

Assuming Companyl uses WSDL language, the purchasing request is then 

specified in WSDL as shown in Figure 3.1. The formatted request is sent to the 

URL of the connected semantic matchmaking system. An operation "FindCandi-

dateOffers" in the matchmaking system is called to match offers with the attribute 

constraints. The output message is declared and will be sent to our evaluation sys

tem. 
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<wsdfctypes> _ 
<xs<fcetement name-"tni:MatchMakingRequesf'> 

oatfcelement name-"Attribute" type»"xs<fcarray" > 
<xscfceiement name»"CPU" type-"xs<fcarray" greatThan="1.5 GHz" > 
<xs<teteineiit name-Hard Drive" type-"x*dant" greatThao-"100 GB" l> 

</XKfcetement> 
</x*<fcelement> 
<x*ctelement name'"tris:Matct)hUlungResponse"> 

<x«tetefnent name«"CaiKiidateOffe r" type-"xs<fcarray" > 
<x*<telement name^AttributeOata" type-"xstfcarray" t> 

<txsctelement> 
<xsd:element name»"EvahiateReque«t"> 

<xsdbetement name-"Attribute" type-"x»tfcarray" > 
<x»<fcetement name-'AttributeMame" type-"x»dfcstrmg" l> 
<xs(teiement name-"AttributeOimen sion" type»"x*<fcint" t> 
<xs<fcelement name="AttrlbuteSortOrder" type-"x*<fcstring" t> 
<x»<fcelement name-'AttributeBestAttributeData" type»"x»dsint" > 

<tascfcelement> 
</x»(telement> 

</x«fcelement> 
</wsdttype»> 
<wsdfcportType name-"Fin<ICaixJklateOtfe r* PortType"> 

<wsdfcope ration name»T:m<ICandklateOffer»"> 
<wsdtinput message«"tns:MatchMakingRequest~ > 
<Ws<ffcoutput message*"tns:MatchMakingResponse" > 

</wadfcoperation> 
</wsdfcportType> 
<binding name»"Fii><lCanclidateOffersBif>ding"> 

<soap:biiKling... 1> 
<ope ration name«"FindCandidateOfferx"> 

<soap»peration soapActk>n="SemanticMatchMakingSystemURL"/> 
<input> <*oap:body „/> </input> 
<output> <*oaptbody .„/> </output> 

</operation> 
</binding> 
-cwsdfcservice name="FmdCandidateOfTera"> 

<w*dfcport bmding-"tns:FindCandidateOffers Binding" name-"Fii>dCandklateOffer*"> 
<>oapaKfdress location«"EvaliiationSy»temServerURL" /> 

</wsdfcport> 
</wsdfc*ervice> 

Figure 3.1: Formatted Matchmaking Request 

Getting attribute data is the first step for the whole evaluation process. In 

this thesis, we only take value-based attributes as the K attributes of our in

terest model. Other complex type attributes will be covered in our future re

search. Here, we use simple examples to promote our idea. The message sent 
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from the semantic matchmaking system should include the candidate offers and 

all evaluation-need attributes information. It is easy to extract these data from 

the message because most of the message is a XML based message, like SOAP. 

For each attribute data, our system extracts all its values from the candidate 

offers and stores them in a single table. 

Example 2 Table3.2 shows some examples of candidate offers responding to the 

purchasing request in Examplel. In this case, two attributes are used: CPU and 

Hard Drive, and CPU contains high dimensional data values. 

Table 3.2: Extracting Attribute Data from the Responding Message 

Supplier CPU Table (GHz) Hard Drive Table (GB) 

A 2.8 960 

B 2.66 1000 

C 2.4 1024 

D (3.2, 3.2) 500 

3.4 Attribute Data Clustering 

3.4.1 Clustering Algorithm 

After determining all the attributes from the purchasing request, our system can 

now cluster the values of each attribute. The purpose of this clustering is to be 

able to determine the buyer's interest focus in each attribute. We believe the 
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buyer's selection is consistent with buyer's interest focus, when buyer is asked to 

give the most interested attribute data. Thus, the buyer can select one of the 

clustering to represent his interest focus. In Algorithm 1, we define a clustering 

function called Cluster Attribute^) which is based on the Self Organizing Map 

(SOM) method [18]. We apply SOM to recursively divide a large clustering into 

three sub-clustering until there are less data in each sub-clustering. We include 

the function I sLargeEnoughQ to check whether the current clustering A* is still 

large enough or not. If the range of Ai is greater than the minimal attribute 

clustering range, then we need to cluster Ai. 

Algorithm 1: ChisterAttribute(DataAttribute: Array) 
input : An array of attribute data 

output: A tree of attribute clustering 

1 MinRange <-Hin(DataAttribute)] 

// Calculate the minimum range 

2 SOM (Date Attribute, Ai, Ai, A3); 

// Cluster data into 3 groups 

3 ArrangClustering(Ai, A%, A3); 

// Arrange clustering in ascending order 

4 foreach element Ai do 

5 if IsLargeEnough(Aj, MinRange) then 

6 ClusterAttribute(A,); 

// Cluster each sub-group 
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Algorithm 2: SOM(DataAttribute: Array, A\. Array, A2: Array, A3: Array) 
input : An array of attribute data 

output: Three sub-clustering for attribute data 

1 t •<— 1; 

// Initialize learning time 

2 CieateLVQiDataAttribute, LVQi, LVQ2, LVQS); 

// Create random LVQi 

3 for Alpha(t) is not too small do 

// Decrease Alpha(t) by time t 

4 Clear Ai\ 

5 for x <— Pop (Data Attribute) do 

// Pop x from data set 

\ \ x -LVQc\ \  f -MinCHx-LVQi lp;  

// Find the closest LVQC to x 

Add(z, A c ) ;  

II Put x into the closest cluster 

LVQi i t  +  1) <-  LVQi( t )+  htt)[:c(*) - LVQi( t ) } ;  

II Update LVQi to be close to x 

t i— t + lj 

// increase time t 
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In Algorithm 2, we propose an algorithm for SOM: during the learning time 

t, a Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) is generated for each sub-clustering. 

The function SOM() uses competitive-learning given in line 6 and updates LVQ 

during the learning time in line 8 [18]. CreateLVQQ is a function that generates 

three random LVQi in the range of Data Attribute] Alpha(t) controls the learning 

loop. It is the learning rate function which is decreased by learning time t; LVQC 

is the closest LVQ to the selected data x; h() is the "neighborhood" function that 

updates LVQ during the learning time [18]. In our work, the neighborhood func

tion h(t) decreases gradually during the learning loop and neighborhood distance. 

It is defined as follows: 

fFarthestNeighborhoodDistancei,-^! LVQs) — .L VQn ||)i LVQn € LVQs 

Dia tance {x ,LVQ i )  

h(t)[x(t) — LVQi{t)] — e f Far thea tN  e ighborhoodDia tance ( x  Q *) 

(3.3) 

In Appendix A, we give the implementation of SOMQ in C#. 

Example 3 Figure 3.2 shows the Hard Drive clustering tree generated by func

tion Cluster Attribute^). Since the minimal range of Hard Drive clustering tree 

is 20, we should then decompose all the clustering that are larger or equal to 20. 

For example in level 3, the range of the cluster [620, 640] is 20, thus we divide it 

into two sub-clusters because there are only two values. 
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(160. 2000) 

Level 1 (160) (320.500.620.640.750.750) (820.960.1000.1024,1200.1310.1500.2000) 

Levd2 [320] (500) [620.640.750.7501 (820.960.1000.1024) (1200.1310.1500.2000) -

Level 3 

Levet4 

Level 5 (12001 (1310) 

— Company 1 

(620.6401 (750.750] (820) I960) (1000,1024) (1200,1310,1500) (2000) 

(620) (640) (1000) (1024) (1200.1310) (1500) 

Figure 3.2: Hard Drive Clustering Tree 

3.4.2 High Dimensional Data Discussion 

The ArrangeClusteringQ function is used to order the clustering Ai in an as

cending or descending order. For high dimensional data, it sorts the clustering 

based on the distance (cf. Formula 2.4). 

To sort high dimensional clustering, our system needs to know the sorting 

order for each clustering. Since there are only value based attributes in this 

research, attribute sorting order can be either the higher the better or the lower 

the better. For instance, when buying a computer, price attribute can be the lower 

the better attribute, while CPU can be the higher the better. Then comparing all 

the attribute data, our system can find the best attribute value according to the 

sorting order. Ranking the clustering A{ can be based on the distance between 

LVQi to such best attribute value. 

Example 4 The three clustering A\ = [2.2,.., 2.8], A2 = [(1.8,1.8), (1.9,1.9)], 

and A3 = [(3,3), (3.2,3.2)] are sorted in Levell in Figure 3.3. The distance 
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between each clustering related LVQ to the best CPU value (3.2,3.2): LVQi of 

3.0489, LVQ2 of 1.6232, LVQ3 of 0-4295(the closest). Since LVQ3 is greater 

than LVQi and LVQ2 is greater than LVQi, three clustering are sorted as Al, 

A2 and A3 in an ascending order. The minimal range for CPU clustering tree is 

0.03. 

[2 2 (3.2.3.2)1 

Levdl p.2,2.2.2 3.2.33,2.4,2.4,2.5.2.5,2.5.2.66,2.8] [(18.1.8), (1.9.1.9)] [(3.0 JO), (3.2,3 2)] 
— — Company! 

LeveC [2 2.2.2.2.3,2.33,2.4,2.4,2.5.2.5.2 5] p.66.2.8] [(18,1.8)] [(1.9,1.9)] [(3.0.3.0)] [(3.2.3.2)] 

LewD (2.2,2.2. 2 3, 2.33] [2.4,2.4] [2.5. 2.5,2.5] [2.66] [2.8] 

LewM [2.2.22] P-3,2 33] 

A 
L«vd5 [2 3] P 33] 

Figure 3.3: CPU Clustering Tree 

3.5 Interest Weight Calculation 

An interest weight denotes the degree of buyer's interest focus on an attribute in 

a matching. Assuming buyer's selection is consistent with buyer's interest focus, 

IW should be related to the depth and range of the buyer's selection. The smaller 

and deeper clustering selected shows the more interest focus on such attribute. 

In order to produce the IW,  we use the interest-weight coefficient IW.coe which 

contains the buyer's selection information in one attribute. We create Formula 

3.4 to compute the IW-Coe of an attribute called k: K is the attribute set, 
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DataAttribute is the whole attribute value set of k, SelectedClustering is the 

buyer's selected clustering for k, SelectedLevelTree is the selected clustering 

level, and TotalLevelTree is the number of levels of the clustering tree. We 

define the function LengthQ to return the length of the attribute clustering, 

which is the absolute difference between two clustering endpoints. 

j yy  e  _  Length(DataAt t r ibu tek)  Se lec tedLeve lTreek  ^  ^  ^  ^  ̂  
Length(SelectedC luster ingk) TotalLevelTreek 

The coefficient has to be compared with the other attributes' coefficients (cf. 

Formula 3.5), so that system can identify how buyer's interest focus distribute 

among K. An attribute with a larger interest weight coefficient can get a larger 

interest weight. 

IW.coek IW t =^ K  keK (3.5) 

Example 5 We suppose the company in Example 1 chooses the CPU clustering 

[2.2, 2.8 ] (length: 0.6) as their interest focus on CPU. This selection is at 

level 1 of the 5-level CPU tree and all CPU data are in the set [2.2, ..., (3.2, 

3.2)] (length: 3.35). So, the CPU interest weight coefficient can be calculated as 

1.1167 with Formula 3-4-
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IW coe — Length(DataAttributecpu) SelectedLevelTreecpu 
_icoecpu Length(SelectedC luster ingcpu) TotalLevelTreecpu 

11167 0.6 5 

We perform the same calculation for the Hard Drive attribute with a coefficient 

of 3.6078. According to Formula 3.5, we can get the attribute interest weights. 

For example, CPU and Hard Drive interest weight in this 2-attribute example is 

the following: 

IWCPU = IW-coegPu 

IW-Coecpu + IW -COe Hard Drive 

- 1 1167 ,0.2364 
I.1I67 + 3.6078 

3.6078 
IWuardDrive = ~ 0.7636 

Hard Drive 1HQ7 + 3.6078 

Based on these interest weights, we can conclude that attribute Hard Drive is 

much more important than CPU. Such interest feature will help our system to 

calculate the best offers for the company. 

3.6 Interest Rate Function Generation 

As we discussed earlier in section 3.2, a linear function may not have appropriate 

weights to make an offer as the best offer. To address this issue, we set our 

IR function as a non-linear function. In this thesis, we use the sigmoid function 
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Qc(z) = i+exp~x simulate each buyer's interest. We believe the sigmoid function 

is the closest function to human natural interest change. 

In our sigmoid function, x denotes the value of an attribute and y its interest 

value. In Figure 3.4, we show that x of the sigmoid function has less changes 

in the two intervals [-00, -2] and [2, +00]. The Sigmoid function in these two 

intervals can be considered as a linear function with an acceptable standard error. 

Meanwhile the interval [-2, 2] is a quickly changeable area. We choosing ±2 as 

the boundaries as promoted by [27]. 

Y 

0.5 

0 2 •2 

Lower -Interest Iaterest Higher-Iaterest 
Focas 

Figure 3.4: Sigmoid Function and Interest Interval 

We employ the sigmoid function to simulate buyer's interest rate for each 

attribute. We divide buyer's interests change into three interest area: lower-

interest area, higher-interest area and interest focus, in order to map all the 
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attribute interests with the three intervals in the sigmoid function. In order to 

represent IR function as a sigmoid based function, we need to bind the buyer's 

interest focus, i.e. the selected clustering, into the quickly changeable interval 

1-2, 2). 

Here, we explain how to generate the interest rate function for an attribute 

k, called ^(). [AL, AR] denotes the whole attribute data and [L, R] the selected 

clustering. We utilize LVQ of the selected clustering as the center of the function 

<Tfc() since LVQ can be considered as a density center of [L, R]. The value of 

LVQ is computed with the learning loops of the SOM() algorithm (cf. line 8 in 

Algorithm 2). LVQ can be either inside the selected clustering [L, R] or outside. 

Binding [L, R] into interval [-2, 2] depends on the LVQ position situation. 

If LVQ is inside [L, R], we decompose the interest rate function into two 

functions: Sk.Right{) and Sk_Right() (cf. Formula (3.6)) where: aLeft is generated 

when binding [L, LVQ] into the interval [-2, 0]; a Right when binding [LVQ, R] 

into [0, 2]. auft controls the shape of the left side of the interest function, and 

aRigM the right side. Sign is 4-1 or -1 w.r.t the ascending or descending order of 

the interest rate function (cf. Table 3.3). 

If LVQ is outside of [L, R], the interest rate function can be either SkjaghtQ 

or ?fc_£,e/t() depending on the LVQ position: left outside or right outside of the 

selected clustering. For example, if LVQ is on the right side of [L, R], we let 

^fc-Le/t() control the whole shape of the function since ocmght cannot be generated. 
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Qj-Le/tO — 1+ezp(QX,e/t Si9n |x-i.VtJ|) X  G [AL,  LVQ]  

?fe() = And/Or 

^k-Right ( )  =  1 + e x p ( a f i i 9 h t X  ̂  [ - L K Q ,  v 4 i 2 ]  

^Le/t • k — -£VQ| = — 1 • (—2 — 0) when x = L, L is binding to -2 (3-6) 

2 
=> «Le/t - |L _ LyQ| 

afliff/it • \% — LVQ\ = — 1 • (2 — 0) when x = R, L is binding to 2 

-2 
^a R i g h t -  lR_ LVQl 

Table 3.3: Interest Rate Functions Shape 

Attribute k Sorted by Sign Function Image 

Ascending +1 

Descending -1 

Example 6 The selected Hard Drive clustering [820, 1024J f0T Company 1 is 

bound into the area [-2, 2J; LVQ of 1042.6457 is the center point for the interest 

function. After data binding, the interest rate function shown in Figure 3.5 is 

smoother than the original one. Based on this function, we can easily get the 
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company's interest rate for each Hard Drive attribute value. 

^HardDrive (%) — * 

SLeft{— H-expf0 0089 1'!1^1042 6457!' ® ^ [160, 2000] 

SRigh t(x )does  no t  ex i s t  

OCLeft 
1820 - 1042.6451 

= 0.0089 

5(X) 1 + exp(_0 0162 "x) 

Figure 3.5: Binding Interest Rate Function 

For high dimensional attribute interest rate function, x denotes the Euclidean 

distance between attribute data to the best attribute data instead of the high 

dimensional values. Using distance, we can apply the interest rate function to 

high dimensional data. 

Example 7 Based on the CPU attribute tree, the selection [2.2,..., 2.8] has the 

LVQ of (2.2654, 0.2979). Here, CPU clustering (S.2, 3.2) is the best attribute 
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data. 

Table 3.4: Distances of High-Dimensional Data 

x BestAttributeData Dista.nce(x,BestAttributeData) 

L 2.2 (3.2, 3.2) 3.3526 

R 2.8 (3.2, 3.2) 3.2249 

LVQ (2.2654,0.2979) (3.2, 3.2) 3.0489 

According to the distance calculation by Formula (2-4) in Table 3-4, LVQ is 

closer to the best attribute data (3.2, 3.2) than any attribute data in the selected 

clustering, that is right outside of [L, RJ. Thus, the following interest rate function 

for attribute CPU has only a Left- We mil give more details regarding CPU's IR 

functions in Chapter 5. 

SCPU{X) = < 
TLe/t(^) = l^.eXp(aLeftSi9n\®tatance(x'B**tAttrit'uteData)~Di8tance(LVQ*Be*tAttributeDataW 

Smght(x)does not exist 

1 
J g2-p6.5848-1Distance[i,(3.2,3-2)]—3.0489| x € [2.2, ...,(3.2,3.2)] 

aLeft = 
\Distance(L, BestAttributeData) — Distance(LVQ, BestAttributeData) \ 

2 

|3.3526 - 3.0489| 
= 6.5848 
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3.7 Offers Evaluation with the Interest Model 

Once IW and IR functions are set up, our interest model can evaluate the can

didate offers. The interest model calculates the total interest rate of each offer, 

and finds the best offer based on the interest rate IM. 

Example 8 After our system gets the interest weights (cf. Example 5) and in

terest rate functions for the two attributes (cf. Example 6 and 7), it generates the 

interest model (IM) for Company 1 as follows. 

IMcornpanyI(Su].)J)li(-T) — IWqPU ' IRCPUICPU) 4" IardDrive ' IH-IIardDriveXH(IT(113TIV (ij 

= 0.2364 • SCPU{CPU) + 0.7636 • <;HARDDRIVT(HardDrive) 

Here, we show below how the interest model calculates the interest rate and 

find the best offer only from the three suppliers A, B, and C. 

IMcompanyliSupplierA) = 0.2364 • $cpu(2-8) + 0.7636 • SffardDrive(960) 

= 0.2364 • 0.2388 + 0.7636 • 0.3225 = 0.3027 

IMcompanyliSupplierB) = 0.2364 • $CPu(2.66) + 0.7636 • <^ard£>™e(1000) 

= 0.2364 • 0.2153 + 0.7636 • 0.4054 = 0.3605 
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IMcompanyl(SupplierC) = 0.2364 • ?CPl/(2.4) + 0.7636 • SHardDrivei1024) 

= 0.2364 • 0.1620 + 0.7636 • 0.4582 = 0.2845 

So, we got an interest rate of 0.3605 for Supplier B's offer, 0.3027 for A's, 

0.2845 for C's. So, we can conclude that Supplier B has a higher chance than 

Supplier A and C to become the Company 1 's partner. With our interest model, 

we can evaluate all the candidate suppliers' offers. 

We also see that using a linear function to evaluate this three-offer cases can 

not make Supplier B's offer better than offer of A or C because of linear function 

limitation. Based on the analysis of the company's interests, our interest model 

result seems to be more reasonable. 
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Chapter 4 

DESIGN AND 

IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter, we design and implement our interest-model-based offer evalua

tion and ranking system. We provide a platform so that features of the individ

ual's interests can be exposed during the interaction with our system. Also, our 

system uses the features to create the interest model, and then rank the offers. 

Finally, our system recommends the best matched offer result. 

4.1 High-level Design 

We developed our system with a distributed architecture as illustrated in Figure 

4.1. The buyer interacts with the client side via the Graphical User Interface 

(GUI). After the buyer submits his request, the GUI passes the formatted request 

to the connected semantic matchmaking system. A responding message, which 
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contains the matchmaking results, is sent to our system server side. 

On the server side, the Of fer Manager component: (1) analyzes the respond

ing message to understand the attributes and offers information, (2) stores the 

request-matched offers in the OfferContent database, and (3) extracts the of

fer attribute values into the Of fer Attribute database. For each attribute, the 

AttributeData-Clustering component clusters the attribute values and sends its 

clustering tree to the client side. 

After the client side receives the clustering trees, GUI helps the buyer to 

select the most interested clustering. Once the buyer's selection is completed, 

the OfferEvaluator component is called to build the buyer's interest model. 

It first passes all the selected clustering and the whole attribute clustering trees 

to InterestWeightCalculator and InterestRateFunctionCreatar. For each at

tribute, InterestWeightCalculator returns its interest weight coefficient and in

terest weight, and InterestRateFunctionCreatar generates its interest rate func

tion. Then, the O f f erEvaluator component applies the generated interest model 

on the request-matched offers, and returns to the buyer a list of offers sorted by 

individual interests. 

4.2 Extracting Attribute Data 

The message sent from the semantic matchmaking system to our system server 

side is required in the buyer's formatted purchasing request (cf. Figure 3.1), 

so that the matchmaking system knows what kind of information needs to be 
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Server Side Client Side 

Formatted 
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Candidate 
Offers 
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Sorted 
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Clustering 
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V System ) 

InterestWeightCalcuIator 
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AttributeDataCIustering 

OfferEvaluator 

InterestRateFunctionCreator 

Figure 4.1: An Interest-based Offer Evaluation System 

provided to support our evaluation work. Usually, the responding message is a 

XML-based file, such as SOAP message. The message body contains two impor

tant parts: attribute information and offers (cf. Figure 4.2). The attribute part 

declares how many offer attributes are considered to be the evaluation attributes 

K and the attribute features, including Name, Dimension, SortingOrder, and 

BestAttributeData, which help ranking high-dimensional attribute data. The 

offer part contains all the necessary offer attribute information. 
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<soap:Body xmlns:m=""> 
<m:SemanticMatchmakingResponse> 

<m:EvaluateReqaest> 
<m:Attribute> 

<m:AttributeNamoCPU</m:AttributeName> 
<m:AttributeDimension>2</m:AttributeDimension> 
<m:AttributeSortOrder>ASC</m:AttribBteSortOrder> 
<m:AttributeBestAttributeData>(3.2,3.2)</m:AttributeBestAttributeData> 

</m:Attribiite> 
«•« 

</m:Eva!uateRequest> 
<ra:CandidateOffer Offer_ID = "1"> 

<m:AttributeData> 
<CPU>2.2</CPU> 
<RAM>2</RAM> 
<HardDrive>320</HardDrive> 
<Price>420</Prlce> 

</m:AttributeData> 
</m:CandidateOffer> 

</m:SemanticMatchmakerResponse> 
</soap:Body> 

Figure 4.2: Example of Semantic Matchmaking Responding Message 

Component Of ferManager is the first component taking over the respond

ing message. The first task is to understand the attribute input parameters. The 

name of the attribute defines from which XML tags the system can get the at

tribute values. The dimension of attribute data defines how many dimensional 

values are needed to extract a complete offer attribute data from the responding 

message. The rest of the attribute feature parameters control the clustering ar

rangement in the tree, like sorting order, and the best attribute value. They will 

be passed to other related components. 

With the information of attribute name and dimension, Of ferManager can 
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collect the attributes values one by one from the candidate offers. Creating tables 

and sorting the candidate offers into the OfferContent database is the next step. 

Some offers may contain more attribute contents than what the buyer required, 

so we need to store each offer completely in the database. Once the interest model 

is generated, offers in database will be evaluated through the interest model. 

Also, attribute data need to be extracted from each offer as the input of other 

components. System sorts the attribute data separately into each attribute table 

created in Offer Attribute database. Related Attribute tables, SOM Clustering 

tables and Attribute Tree tables are also created for AttributeDataClustering 

component. Figure 4.3 shows the relationships between these tables. 

Offer Content DB 

PK.FK2 Attrlput* IP 
Offer ID 

Offer Content 

PK.FK1 Attribute ID 

Attribute Value 1 
Attribute Value... 

... 

••1 TBffPffM 
PK.FK1 Attribute ID PK.FK1 

Attribute Value 1 
Attribute Value ... 

Offer Attribute DB 

PK.FK1 

PK.FK1 

Cluttering ID 

Attibute ID 

Cluttering IP 

Attibute ID 

PK !& 

Level 
Clustering 10 
Parenter ID 
Length 
LVQ Valuel 
LVQ Value... 

• 
PK 

SiSSi 

Level 
Clustering 10 
Parenter ID 
Length 
LVQ Valuel 
LVQ Value ... 

Figure 4.3: Relationships between Tables in Server Databases 
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4.3 Main Component Design 

On the server side, AttributeDataClustering component is also a very impor

tant part. It provides the attribute clustering trees to help the buyer find his 

interest focus distribution. The other important components for creating an in

terest model are on the client side. In Figure 4.4, we show for instance the offer 

evaluation process on the client side. In the next sections, we will introduce 

these main components: AttributeDataClustering, InterestWeightCalculator 

and InterestRateFunctionCreatar. 

4.3.1 Attribute Data Clustering 

The goal of the AttributeDataClustering component is to cluster the values 

of each attribute and send each clustering tree to the client side. With these 

clustering trees, the buyer can select one of the attribute clustering to repre

sent his interested focus, and our system is able to get these features. The 

AttributeDataClustering component applies Algorithm 1 defined in section 3.4.1, 

and connects with the Attribute tables, SOM Clustering tables, and the Attribute 

Tree tables (cf. Figure 4.5). 

The first step is to get all the attribute information from the matchmaking 

responding message, so that system can pick up attribute data for each attribute 

table. Some attribute data can be high dimensional. Thus, attribute dimension 

is also very important when the AttributeDataClustering component takes the 

attribute data from Attribute tables. 
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Figure 4.5: AttributeClustering Component Processing 

For each attribute, if the length of attribute data set is no less than the 

minimal clustering distance (Line 1, Algorithm 1), we divide this attribute data 

set into three sub-clustering. AttributeDataC luster ing component creates the 

attribute tree by initializing the SOM data and call SOMQ function to cluster 

the input attribute data set. The SOMQ function (Algorithm 2) generates three 

sub-clustering after a competitive learning process. These clustering are stored 

into the SOM Clustering table. 

Sub-clustering Ai can be arranged by sorting the LVQ value (or LVQ distance 

value). The sorting order can be obtained from the matchmaking responding 

message. The sorted three clustering are children of their parent clustering at 
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this level. The clustering positions are saved into the Clustering Tree table. 

If one of the sub-clustering is still large enough to be cluster, the SOMQ 

function is called recursively. The clustering tree is built completely unless no 

sub-clustering is able to be divided. 

4.3.2 Interest Weight Calculator 

The role of InterestWeightCalculator component is to calculate each attribute 

weight based on the buyer's interest selection on the clustering trees. The for

mulas are listed previously in Chapter 3 Section 3.5. InterestWeightCalculator 

component needs to obtain the buyer's selection to fulfill the calculation, and 

store the IW in table. 

Figure 4.6 shows the whole process inside the InterestWeightCalculator com

ponent. With the buyer's attribute selection on the tree, InterestWeightCalculator 

component can calculate the IW.coe according to Formula (3.4). From the at

tribute clustering tree, the length and the level of the total attribute clustering 

can be attained and donated as variable DataAttribute and TotalLevelTree. The 

buyer selection is one sub-clustering of the tree. Thus, InterestWeightCalculator 

can also easily get the rest of the variables: SelectedClustering and SelectedLevel-

Tree. After getting all attribute IW-coe, IW can be calculated by Formula (3.5). 

Table Interest Weight stores all the calculation results (cf. Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.6: InterestWeightsCalculator Component Processing 

4.3.3 Interest Rate Function Generator 

Inter estRateFunctionCreator component is another main component to build 

the individual interest model. The task of this component is to set up an un-

linear interest rate function based on the buyer's selection. Figure 4.8 shows its 

creating process for one attribute. 

After getting attribute clustering tree and selection information, component 
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Figure 4.7: Interest Weights Calculation for Two Companies 

InterestRateFunctionCreator can judge whether the interest rate function has 

Sujt, SRight, or both. The positions of L, R, and LVQ are used to determine 

the function structure. If a Left and/or a Right exist, then they can be calculated. 

Attribute feature, SortingOrder, can help the component to define the variable 

sign. With these variables, interest rate function can be created based on For

mula (3.6). The next step is to classify the attribute data: determining which 

attribute data belongs to left function or right function. Finally, variables of 

interest function are stored in Interest Rate Function table of client side. 
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Figure 4.8: InterestRateFunctionCreator Component Processing 

4.4 Implementation 

4.4.1 Implementation Environment 

We implemented our system using the language C# on Windows environment 

(.NET 3.5 framework). We employed the editor software Visual Studio 2008, and 

the SQL Server 2008 the database management system to store all the databases 

for server side and client side. We describe the GUI with XAML files. We also 
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used the graphic design tool called Expression Blend 3 to help us generate these 

graphic interfaces. 

4.4.2 Implementation and GUI 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the class diagrams of the client and server side pro

grams. We created two separate databases source classes, called serverDB and 

clientDB, to support server and client side programs. These two classes contain 

all the necessary functions about database processing and data binding. The 

classes ServerWindow and ClientWindow contain multi-thread and network 

communication functions. 
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Figure 4.9: Server Side Class Diagram 

Each system component is created within a window interface using Blend3, 

the interface developing tool for Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) ap-
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Figure 4.10: Client Side Class Diagram 

plication. The benefit of this is we can test each component separately, and make 

sure they are working properly. The most used component interface for the buyer 

is the GUI (cf. Figure 4.11). 

In GUI, all the attribute clustering trees are shown in the TreeView control 

in WPF. Buyers can browse the tree and select the interested clustering. The 

selection can be passed to the OfferEvaluator which is launched to build the 

interest model. 
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Chapter 5 

EXPERIMENTATION 

In this chapter, through a case study we show how our system analyzes different 

individual interests, and uses the interest features to create different interest 

models. With these models, the evaluation and sorting of the request-matched 

offers become more personalized. 

5.1 Case Study: Computers Purchasing Based 

on Multiple Attributes 

The experimentation consists of computers purchasing based on four attributes: 

CPU, RAM, Hard Drive and Price. We present both two companies, Companyl 

and Company2, submit the same purchasing request: 

Request a computer with CPU > 1.5 GHz, RAM > 2.0 GB, HARD DRIVE 
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3000 for the next ten. 

Assuming the purchasing request is formatted in a service language, our sys

tem sends it to the linked semantic matchmaker and waits for the responding 

message. 

5.1.1 Extracting Attribute Data 

The semantic matchmaking system responses to both companies is a XML based 

messages, like the SOAP message shown in Figure 4.2. It includes two parts: the 

description of the four attributes, and the description of 15 candidate offers and 

their attributes. In the attribute description part, we can get all interested at

tributes such as name, dimension, sorting order, and best attribute value. These 

parameters help our system generate the interest model. In the offer attributes 

part, 15 candidate offers are listed one by one with attribute values. Table 5.1 

simply lists the values extracted from the responding message and stored in at

tribute tables. 

5.1.2 Clustering Attribute Data 

Each extracted attribute data set becomes the input for creating an attribute 

clustering tree. Figure 4.3 shows the tables containing the generated attribute 

clustering trees in the database on the server side. The clustering trees for at

tribute Hard Drive and CPU are given in Figure 5.1 and 5.2. Figures 5.3 and 

5.4 give us respectively the clustering trees of the other two attributes: Price and 
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Table 5.1: Example of Attribute Data 

Attributes Name CPU (GHz) RAM(GB) Hard Drive(GB) Price($) 

Dimension 2 1 1 2 

Sorting Order ASC ASC ASC DES 

Best Attribute Data (3.2,3.2) 16 2000 (420,400) 

Offers Offer ID CPU RAM Hard Drive Price 

1 2.2 2 320 (420,400) 

2 2.2 3 640 (470,370) 

3 2.5 4 500 (600,500) 

4 2.33 8 1310 (1100,800) 

5 2.4 8 750 (999,799) 

6 2.5 6 750 (1030,830) 

7 2.66 12 1024 (2500,2200) 

8 2.3 12 960 (1000,880) 

9 2.5 6 820 (1100,799) 

10 2.4 4 1200 (950,900) 

11 2.8 6 620 (1200,1150) 

12 (1.9,1.9) 10 1000 (800,700) 

13 (3.0,3.0) 16 1500 (2900,2600) 

14 (1.8,1.8) 9 160 (680,600) 

15 (3.2,3.2) 12 2000 (2100,2500) 

Tables attrCPUtbl attrRAMtbl attrHardDrivetbl attrPricetbl 

RAM. Attribute Price is two dimensional data here. Its minimal clustering dis

tance is 6.5 and the clustering tree has 5 levels. RAM clustering tree is much more 

simple, only 3 levels, because of the repeated data, and RAM minimal attribute 

distance is 1. 
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Figure 5.1: Hard Drive Clustering Tree 
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Figure 5.2: CPU Clustering Tree 

5.1.3 Selecting Attribute Clustering 

The buyer selects his interest forces on each attribute clustering tree through 

the GUI (cf. Figure 4.11). We display both company's selections in Figure 5.1, 

5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Also, we give all the preferences of Companyl and Company2 in 

Table 5.2. For CPU and RAM, both companies select clustering in level 1 because 

they have no special interest in these attributes, but they may have interest in 
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Figure 5.3: Price Data Clustering Tree 

[2, 16] 
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Levd 3 P][10] 

Company1 

Company2 

Figure 5.4: RAM Data Clustering Tree 

different attribute value. Companyl may have an interest in lower CPU than 

Company 2 because of Company l's selection. With the same reason, Company 

2 may have more interest in higher RAM and Hard Drive. Company 1 focuses 

on the lower price computer and then higher performance. Company 2 is the 

opposite, which wants a higher performance with an acceptable price. 
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Table 5.2: Sections for both Companies 

Companyl Company2 

CPU Clustering 

Level 

[2.2, ..., 2.8] 

1 

[(3,3), (3.2,3.2)] 

1 

RAM Clustering 

Level 

[2, ..., 4] 

1 

[9, .... 16] 

1 

Hard Drive Clustering 

Level 

[820, ..., 1024] 

2 

[1200, ..., 1500] 

3 

Price Clustering 

Level 

[(420,400), (600,500)] 

3 

[(999,799), ..., (1200,1150)] 

2 

5.1.4 Calculating Interest Weights 

According to these attribute selections, interest weight coefficients for both com

panies are calculated with Formula 3.4. Using selections of Companyl as an 

example, the CPU interest weight coefficient is 1.1167, Price with a coefficient of 

10.1521, RAM with 2.3333, and Hard Drive with 3.6078. According to Formula 

3.5, we can get four attribute interest weights for Companyl as follows (as shown 

in Figure 4.7, "Company-ID =1"): 
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3 6078 
IWcompanylMartDrive = 11167 10.1521 + 2.3333 + 3.6078 ~ 0'2096 

2.3333 
IWcompanyiMAM = L1167 + 10.1521 + 2.3333 + 3.6078 W 01356 

1 1167 
IWCompanyi.cpu = in67 + iq.1521 + 2.3333 + 3.6078 ~ 0 0649 

10-1521 

IW^Company 1 -Price = L1167 + 10.1521 + 2.3333 + 3.6078 ~ 0'58" 

Based on the interest weight calculation, we can see that Price is much more 

important than other offer attributes for Company 1. Such interest features will 

lead our evaluation system to find Companyl's best supplier. 

5.1.5 Generating Interest Rate Functions 

Hard Drive Interest Rates 

Companyl's interest rate function for Hard Dive is the same as the function in 

Example 6 because both clustering tree and selection are the same. In Table 

5.3, we summarize the Hard Drive interest rate function for Companyl, called 

^HardDrivejctympany\()• Since LVQ of 1042.646 (calculated with S O M Q )  is right 

outside of the selected clustering [820, 1024], we only use the left function. 
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Table 5.3: SHardDriveQ Generation for Company 1 

[AL, AR] [L,R] LVQ SigTl 0<-LeJ t  ^HardDrive^Le f t ( )  

[160, 2000] [820, 1024] 1042.6457 +1 0.0089 l+exp(° 645|) I I 

& Right  ardDrive-Rigk t  (  )  

N/A N/A 

Figure 5.5 shows Companyl's interest for Hard Drive increases with the rise of 

Hard Drive values. Based on this function, we can see that the Hard Drive data in 

the selected clustering, or called interest focus, doesn't get a higher interest rate. 

This can be explained as: there exists a much higher attribute value (Offerl5) 

than the interest focus data in the Hard Drive data set, and because of this data, 

the interests for the interest focus data are limited. 

In Table 5.4, we build the Hard Drive interest function for Company2. Since 

LVQ of 1295.336 is inside [1200, 1500], we decompose SHardDrive.Company2{) into 

two functions: SHardDrive-LeftO and SHardDriveJtightO• In Figure 5.6, the function 

shows the offers that are less than 1200 GB are not interested by Company 2 

at all. The clustering [1200, 1500] represents Company2's most interested area 

thus the interest rates rise sharply in that area. Comparing with this "interest 

area", Hard Drive of 2000 GB seems far away from this area. Thus, interest rate 

increases slowly between values 1500 GB to 2000 GB. 

The interests of Hard Drive for both companies are obviously different. Com-

panyl focus on some lower or middle range of Hard Drive data, while Company2 
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OA ( offer* 
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0.2 
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LVQ Aft 

Hard Drive Q 600 1000 1500 2000 2500 

Figure 5.5: Companyl Interest Rate Function for Hard Drive Data 

Table 5.4: qHardDHveO Generation for Company2 

[AL, AR.] [L,R] LVQ Sign &Le.ft *>HardDrive-LeftQ 

[160, 2000] [1200, 1500] 1295.336 +1 0.0021 1+ea.p(o.ot»2i.|x-i295.336|) 

01 Right SHardDrive-RightC) 

-0-0098 0.0098 |x —1295.3361) 

is only interested in higher data values. Using Hard Drive 1310 GB in Offer4 as 

an example, for Companyl it is pretty good with a higher interest rate of 0.9798, 

but for Company2 it is an average choice with an interest rate of 0.5358. 

CPU Interest Rates 

Companyl's CPU interest rate function is the same function shown in Example 7, 

because of the same clustering tree and selection. It only has function SCPU .Le f tO 
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2000 Hard Drive o 500 1000 2500 1500 

Figure 5.6: Company2 Interest Rate Function for Hard Drive Data 

displayed in Figure 5.7. 

In Figure 5.7, We can see there are four offers on the right side of LVQ, and 

their interest values are around 1: Offerl5 (3.2, 3.2) with an interest rate of 

0.9999, Offer 13 (3, 3) with 0.9999, Offerl2 (1.9, 1.9) with 0.9997 and Offer 14 

(1.8, 1.8) with 0.9991. On the left side of LVQ, most offers are sorted in the 

range from 0.11 to 0.24. This is caused by the distribution of CPU data and the 

selected clustering. Many lower attribute values are close together, and stay at 

the left side of LVQ. On the other side, the larger data are far from them. This 

gap between the lower value and the higher value pushes these selected CPU 

values getting less interest rates. 

According to Company2's selection, SOM() shows LVQ for the selected clus

tering [(3.0, 3.0), (3.2, 3.2)] is (2.8818, 2.9115). The selected clustering includes 

the best CPU attribute data (3.2, 3.2). Distances for LVQ, L and R to the best 
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Figure 5.7: Companyl Interest Rate Function for CPU Data 

attribute data are 0.4295, 0.2828 and 0. LVQ is left outside of the selected clus

tering distance range. Thus, the following generated CPU interest rate function 

(cf. Table 5.5) for Company2 only has function ScpujughtO (cf- Figure 5.8). 

Table 5.5: SCPUQ Generation for Company2 

[AL, AR] [L,R] Distance(LFQ,BestAttributeData) Sign ot Left a Right 

[2.2, (3.2,3.2)] [(3,3), (3.2,3.2)] 0.4295 +1 N/A -4.6564 

$CPV(X) = < 
$Left(x) does not exist 

$Right{%) m„gXp (<*Lcf t'S*9n'\D*at<*nce (B'BeatAttrilniteData) — Di8tance(LVQ,BeatAttributeData) |) 

1 
1 -I- exp-4-6564 !-0"'0"06!1^3-2-3-2)!-0-4295! 
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-2  

R%ght |Distance(R, BestAttributeData) — Distance(LVQ, BestAttributeData) | 

= •» = -4.6564 
|0 - 0.4295| 

SCPU 

OfftrU ofltM 

3.2) 
Dfetanc*:* 
Offer is 

A 
/ 

/ 
Aru: t3.0,j.0| 

/ Obtance:Q.ZS2> 
OHtrli 

td 

09 
OB 
0.7 

0.« 
OS 
04 
05 
0 2  

CPUDlftanc* 3.5 

Figure 5.8: Company2 Interest Rate Function for CPU Data 

In Figure 5.8, only two offers get higher interest rates: Offerl5 (3.2, 3.2) with 

0.8808 and Offerl3 (3, 3) with 0.6644. The rest of offers have lower interest rates 

(less than 0.1), because they are far from the selected interest cluster. 

Comparing these two interest rate functions, we find that most offers are 

acceptable for Company 1; Offer 12 and Offer 14 can be considered as good offers. 

However, for Company2, only Offerl5 and Offerl3 are acceptable, and the rest of 

the offers including Offerl2 and Offerl4 are not. 
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Price Interest Rates 

The Sign of Price attribute is -1, which means the interest rate decreases with the 

increase of Price value. Also, Price (420, 400) is the best attribute data because it 

is the smallest value in this attribute. Therefore, based on Companyl's selection, 

we can get the attribute distance values (cf. Table 5.6) to generate the Price 

interest rate function in Figure 5.9. 

Table 5.6: Distances of Price Data for Company! 

x Best Attribute Data Dista.nce(x,Best Attribute Data) 

L (420, 400) (420, 400) 0 

R (600, 500) (420, 400) 205.9126 

LVQ (539.9864, 586.4896) (420, 400) 221.7546 

^Price (®) * 
SLeft(x) = ° i  L e f t  S i g n \ D t a t a n c e ( x ,  B e s t  A t t r i b u t e  D a t a )  ~  D i s t a n c e ( L V  Q  , B e s t  A t t r i b u t e  D a t a ) \ )  

Smght(x) does not exist 

1 x € [(420,400), ...,(3200,2500)] 
1 4- exp0 0090 (-1) l£)istance[x'(420'400)l_221-7546l 

CtLeJt |Distance(L, BestAttribidcData) — Distance(LVQ, BestAttributeData)] 

2 
0.0090 

|0 - 221.7546| 

Company2 selects clustering [(999,799), ..., (1200,1150)] as its interest fo

cus. According to the function SOMQ, we can get the LVQ value (1163.661, 
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Figure 5.9: Company 1 Interest Rate Function for Price Data 

1008.061). Similarly, we can get Company2's interest rate function with the fol

lowing distance calculation in Table 5.7. 

Table 5.7: Distances of Price Data for Company2 

X BestAttributeData Dista,nce(x,B est Attribute Data) 

L (999, 799) (420, 400) 703.1657 

R (1200, 1150) (420, 400) 1082.081 

LVQ (1163.661, 1008.061) (420, 400) 960.6087 

Price: (420,400) 
Distance: 0 

Price: (600,500) 
Dfstance:205.9126 

LVQ 

Price 
Distance 

(Best)Al(L) R 

0 500 1000 
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SPr ice  ( x )  — * 

=717 i / e ^ - S i g n - \ D i a t a n c e { i x , B e a t  A t t r i b u t e D a t a )  —  D i a t a n c e ( L V Q , B e s t A t t r i b u t e D a t a  

^ R i g h t ( ^ )  ~  \ + e T p ( a R i g h t  S i 9 n  \ D i a t a n c e ( x > B e « t A t t r i b u i c D a t a ) ~  D i s t a n c e ^ L V Q f B c a t A t t r i b u t c D a t a ) | )  

?Lef t { X )  =  1 +eIp0.0078 ( -1) • \ D i i t a n c c [ x ,  (420,400)) -960.6087] 

X e [(420,400),(1163.661,1008.061)] 

|_|_e;Ep—0.0165-( — l)-|Distanee [x,{420,400)]—960.60871 

x € [(1163.661,1008.061),..., (3200,2500)] 

t*Le/t |j}istance(L, BestAttributeData) — Distance(LVQ, BestAttributeData)\ 

2 

|703.1657-960.60871 
= 0.0078 

®Right  — 
-2  

\Distance(R, BestAttributeData) — Distance(LVQ, BestAttributeData) \ 

- 2  
= -0.0165 

|1082.081 -960.6087| 

Comparing these two interest rate functions (cf. Figure 5.9 and 5.10), we 

can find the function for Company! drops from the beginning of the function, 

while Company2's drops at the middle. It shows Companyl's focus is on the very 

lower price and any cost increase can make Companyl lose some interest rates. 

However, Company2 can still accept a little higher price offer. 

RAM Interest Rates 

We use Table 5.8 and 5.9 to show the interest rates of Companyl and Company2 

on attribute RAM. 
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Figure 5.10: Company2 Interest Rate Function for Price Data 

Table 5.8: SRAMQ Generation for Company 1 

[AL, AR] [L,R] LVQ Sign aLe/ t  <iRAM.Left{) 

[2, 16] [2, 4] 3.7726 +1 1.1283 l-fexp^1 1283 !1™37726') 

& Right SRAMJtightO 

-8.7951 1+exp(-8.7951|g-3.77267y 

Table 5.9: SRAMQ Generation for Company2 

[AL, AR] [L,R] LVQ Sign c iLe f t  SRAM.Le f tQ 

[9,16] [2, 16] 9.8894 +1 2.2487 1+eip(2.2487|,-9.8894|) 

<X Right SRAM Might 0 

-0.3273 i_|_exp(-0.3273-|x-9.8894|) 
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Figure 5.11: Companyl Interest Rate Function for RAM Data 

Comparing these two RAM interest rate functions in Figure 5.11 and 5.12, we 

can see the Company2 has a strong interest of the highest GB RAM. Compnay2's 

interest rate drops quickly for the best three RAM attribute values, and decreases 

sharply for the rest attributes. Companyl prefers the lower RAM attributes. 

5.1.6 Generating the Interest Models 

After our system gets the interest weights and interest rate functions for the four 

attributes, it generates the interest model (IM) for the companies as follows. 
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Figure 5.12: Company2 Interest Rate Function for RAM Data 

IM C o m P anyi( O f f e r )  =0.0649 • SCPU(CPU) + 0.1356 • <;ram{RAM) 

+ 0.2096 • qHardDrive(HardDrive) 4- 0.5899 • qPTice(Price) 

IM C o mpany2{Offer) =0.2349 • <;Cpu{CPU) + 0.0655 • <;ram(RAM) 

4- 0.3613 • SHardDrive(HardDrive) + 0.3383 • qPrice(Price) 

For example, we show below how the interest model calculates the two com

panies' interest rates for Offer 1: 
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IMcompany\{0f f er\) =0.0649 • SCPU{CPU) + 0.1356 • <;RAM{RAM) 

+ 0.2096 • <THordDrive(HardDrive) + 0.5899 • qPrice(Price) 

=0.0649 • 0.119202 + 0.1356 • 0.119207 + 0.2096 • 0.0015 

+ 0.5899 • 0.8808 

=0.5438 

IMCompany2(Offerl) =0.2349 • SCPU{CPU) + 0.0655 • Sram{RAM) 

+ 0.3613 • qH ardDrive(HardDrive) + 0.3383 • qPrice(Price) 

=0.2349 • 3.93£ - 07 + 0.0655 • 1.97 E - 08 + 0.3613 • 1.3E -

+ 0.3383 • 0.9997 

=0.3382 

So, we have an interest rate of 0.5438 for Companyl and 0.3382 for Company2. 

Based on these values, we can conclude that Companyl has a higher interest 

than Company2 to co-operate with the supplier having Offer 1. With our interest 

model, we can evaluate all the candidate offers of Table 5.1. Table 5.10 shows that 

Offerl is the best offer for Companyl, while Company2 may purchase Offerl5 in 

Table 5.11. 

From the evaluation results, we can see that Companyl's results followed 

the order as the lower price first (Offerl, Offer2, Offer3) and then the higher 

performance (Offer 15, Offer 13, Offer4, etc). Company2's result is on the opposite 
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Table 5.10: Sorted Offers for Companyl 

Offer ID CPU RAM Hard Drive Price Interest Rate 

* 1 2.2 2 320 420,400 0.5438 

2 2.2 3 640 470,370 0.5332 

3 2.5 4 500 600,500 0.4489 

15 (3.2,3.2) 12 2000 2100,2500 0.4101 

13 (3.0,3.0) 16 1500 2900,2600 0.4067 

4 2.33 8 1310 1100,800 0.3408 

12 (1.9,1.9) 10 1000 800,700 0.3361 

14 (1.8,1.8) 9 160 680,600 0.3130 

10 2.4 4 1200 950,900 0.3046 

7 2.66 12 1024 2500,2200 0.2456 

8 2.3 12 960 1000,880 0.2172 

9 2.5 6 820 1100,799 0.1760 

5 2.4 8 750 999,799 0.1678 

6 2.5 6 750 1030,830 0.1668 

11 2.8 6 620 1200,1150 0.1560 

*: The Best Offer 

order. These results are consistent with our interests setting for Companyl and 

Company2 in section 5.1.3. 
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Table 5.11: Sorted Offers for Company2 

Offer ID CPU RAM Hard Drive Price Interest Rate 

* 15 (3.2,3.2) 12 2000 2100,2500 0.6553 

13 (3.0,3.0) 16 1500 2900,2600 0.5852 

4 2.33 8 1310 1100,800 0.5292 

12 (1.9,1.9) 10 1000 800,700 0.4488 

14 (1.8,1.8) 9 160 680,600 0.4302 

2 2.2 3 640 470,370 0.4254 

1 2.2 2 320 420,400 0.4250 

3 2.5 4 500 600,500 0.4248 

10 2.4 4 1200 950,900 0.4219 

8 2.3 12 960 1000,880 0.4183 

5 2.4 8 750 999,799 0.3924 

6 2.5 6 750 1030,830 0.3804 

9 2.5 6 820 1100,799 0.3672 

7 2.66 12 1024 2500,2200 0.1796 

11 2.8 6 620 1200,1150 0.1775 

*: The Best Offer 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

WORK 

6.1 Thesis Contributions 

In this thesis, we successfully created an interest based evaluation system to make 

up the limitation of current matchmaking systems. Indeed, matchmakers do not 

recognize the difference between buyers' interests and tastes. Unlike any other 

existing offer evaluation in the matchmaking systems, an individual best offer can 

be found thanks to our system. Our system can provide a personalized best offer 

which is better than returning the same believed best offer to serval buyers who 

submit the same query. 

We also showed the benefits of sorting the query-matched offers according to 

the buyer's interests and needs. First, the ranking criteria can be defined by 

the buyers not by the system. The buyer interacts with our system to build an 
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interest model which is an individual ranking criterion. It is better to take into 

account the buyer's interest changes on multiple offer attributes rather than the 

system own ranking criteria. Thus, our system recommends a best offer which 

is the closet to the buyer's specific needs. Furthermore, our evaluation method 

avoids the linear matching problems. Since our interest model is a non-linear 

function, it can provide more accurate results than other linear functions. Our 

system can evaluate more complex attribute data while most other evaluation 

functions only process simple data. 

6.2 Future Work 

There are several possible directions of our work. The first one is to assess the 

feasibility of our system on a more relevant data set. Currently, we are testing our 

model with a database of 210 users' selections of several types of transportation. 

Our goal is to compare the accuracy of our interest model with the MNL model. 

The second direction is to include the interest learning [28] in our offer evalu

ation system. The main purpose of this learning is to update the interest model 

to fit the buyer's interests instantly. A learned interest model will be able to 

determine the best offer in these two following situations: the buyer shifts his 

interests, or new matched offers are added in our system database. 

The third future direction is to extend the interest model to rank web ser

vices. Web service offers are more complex than value-based offer attributes. We 

can still use a similar evaluation method to rank the semantic atoms based on 
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individual interests. 

Last but not least, we are also interested in developing a personalized attribute 

clustering trees specifically for each buyer. Buyers may have different knowledge, 

experience, attitude, and other factors which make them have different clustering 

trees than any other buyers. Our system will be able to better understand each 

buyer's interests with these features. 
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Appendex A: SOM Implementation 
/*  Re la ted  c lass  member  var iab les  * /  

pr iva te  double  [ ]  A1.LVQ;  

p r iva te  double  [ ]  A2.LVQ;  

p r iva te  double  [J  A3XVQ;  

/ /  LVQ1 

/ /  LVQS 

// LVQZ 
pr iva te  ArrayLis t  Al .o f fe r - id  =  new ArrayLis t ( ) ;  / /  A1 

pr iva te  ArrayLis t  A2 .of fe r . id  =  new ArrayLis t  ( ) ;  / /  AZ 

pr iva te  ArrayLis t  A3 .of fe r . id  =  new ArrayLis t  ( ) ;  / /  A3 

pr iva te  vo id  SOM( DataTable  a t t r ibu te . t ab le  ,  in t  d imens ion  ,  Da taTable  

roo t . a t t r ibu te . t ab le  ,  in t  l eve l  )  

{  /*  In i t ia l i ze  Data  Values  * /  

double  LVQl .d i s tance  =0;  

double  LVQ2.d is tance  =0 ;  

double  LVQ3.d is tance  =0 ;  

in t  l ea rn . t ime  =1;  

/*  Crea te  Random LVQ * /  

th i s  .  Crea teLVQ(dimens ion  ,  a t t r ibu te . t ab le ) ;  

/»  Learn ing  Loop  * /  

whi le  ( th i s  .  GetLearn ingRate  ( l ea rn . t ime  )  >  0 .0001)  

/ /Check  i f  i t  need  l earn ing  again  

{  / /  Pick  up  va lue  x  

fo r  ( in t  i=0 ;  i<a t t r ibu te . t ab le  .  Rows .  Count ;  i++){  

fo r  ( in t  j= l ;  j<=dimens ion ;  j++){  

/ /  Calcu la t ing  d i s tance  be tween  x  to  LVQ1 through  the  loop  

LVQl .d i s tance  += Math .Pow(  

(Sys tem .  Conver t .  ToDouble (  a t t r ibu te . t ab le .  Rows  [  i  ]  [  j  ] )  

-  th i s  .  A1JLVQ[  j  -1 ]  ) ,  2 .0  ) ;  

/ /  Calcu la t ing  d i s tance  be tween  x  to  LVQS through  the  loop  

LVQ2.d is tance  +=  Math .Pow(  

(Sys tem .  Conver t .  ToDouble (  a t t r ibu te . t ab le .  Rows[  i  ]  [  j  j )  

—th is  .A2 .LVQ[j  — 1]  ) ,  2 .0  )  ;  

/ /  Calcu la t ing  d i s tance  be tween  x  to  LVQS through  the  loop  

LVQ3.d is tance  +=  Math .Pow(  

(Sys tem .  Conver t .  ToDouble (  a t t r ibu te . t ab le .  Rows  [  i  ]  [  j  ] )  

-  th i s  .  A3JLVQ[  j  —1]  ) ,  2 .0  ) ;  
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} 

/ /  Get  each  LVQ d i s tance  to  x  

LVQl .d i s tance  =  Math .  Round(  Math .  Sqr t  (  LVQ1.d is tance  )  ,  2  ) ;  

LVQ2.d is tance  =  Math .Round(  Math .  Sqr t  (  LVQ2.d is tance)  ,  2  ) ;  

LVQ3-dis tance  =  Math .Round(  Math .  Sqr t  (  LVQ3.d is tance  )  ,  2  ) ;  

/ /  Find  the  c loses t  LVQ to  x  

th i s  .  F indWinnerLVQ(  LVQl .d i s tance  ,  LVQ2.d is tance  ,  LVQ3.d is tance  ,  

Sys tem .  Conver t .  ToIn t32(  a t t r ibu te . t ab le  ,Rows[  i  ]  [0 ] )  / /  ID o f  x  

) ;  

/ /  Update  LVQi  

th i s  .  upda teLVQ(  i ,  d imens ion ,  a t t r ibu te . t ab le  ,  LVQl .d i s tance ,  

LVQ2_dis tance  ,  LVQ3.d is tance  ,  

t h i s  .  Ge t  Lear  n ingRate  (  l ea rn . t ime)  ,  

roo t . a t t r ibu te . t ab le  ) ;  

/ /  Clear  LVQ d i s tance  for  nex t  inpu t  x  

LVQl .d i s tance  =  0 ;  

LVQ2.d is tance  =  0 ;  

LVQ3_dis tance  =  0 ;  

} 

l ea rn . t ime  ++;  / /  Learn ing  t ime  update  

/ /  Prepare  for  nex t  l earn ing  

i f  ( th i s  .  GetLearn ingRate  ( l ea rn . t i rne  )  >  0 .01){  

Al .o f fe r . id  =  new ArrayLis tQ;  

A2.of fe r . id  =  new ArrayLis tQ;  

A3.of fe r . id  =  new ArrayLis t ( ) ;  

> 

} 

/• 

*  SOM sub—func t ion  

*  Find  the  c loses t  LVQc to  x  

*  Put  x  in to  LVQc re la ted  c lus ter  

•/ 

pr iva te  vo id  F indWinnerLVQ(  double  d i s tance l  ,  double  d i s tance2  ,  
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double  d i s tance3  ,  in t  cur ren t - row )  

{ 

tn t  winner  =  0 ;  

/*  Find  the  c loses t  LVQ based  on  d i s tance  * /  

i f  (d i s tance l  <=  d i s tance2)  

{ 

i f  (d i s tance l  <=  d i s tance3)  {  winner  =  1 ;  }  

e l se  {  winner  =  3 ;  }  

} 

e l se  

{  

i f  (d i s tance2  <= d i s tance3)  {  winner  =  2 ;  }  

e l se  {  winner  =  3 ;  }  

} 

/*  Put  x  in  Ac  

«  The  Ac  cou ld  be  t emporary .  

*  I t  depends  on  when  the  l earn ing  loop  s top .  

*  The  las t  t ime  genera ted  Ac  i s  the  f ina l  resu l t  

* /  

i f  (winner  =  1)  { th i s  A1 .o f fe r  . id  Add (cur ren t  . row )  ;  } 

i f  (winner  ==  2)  { th i s  A2 .o f fe r  . id  Add(  cur ren t . row )  ;  } 

i f  (winner  =  3)  { th i s  A3 .o f fe r  . id  Add(  cur ren t . row)  ;  } 
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